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February 2019
Dear Friend,
Last year the Lord had me to spend a good amount of time ministering Alignment, Perfection,
and Elevation. The Lord has let me know that 2018 was a set up for 2019: As we go through this
new year, the Lord has Elevation on His mind!!!

Alignment
Agreement and cooperation with God’s Word

will bring about

Perfection
Maturation, completeness, fullness of God’s plan in your life

resulting in

Elevation
Being raised to a higher order of thinking to see yourself seated with Christ Jesus
at the right hand of the Father,
speaking and acting in this authority because He has anointed you to do so!

Last year, when God had me to begin teaching about Alignment, Perfection, and Elevation, He
gave me a visual of a big pad of paper on an easel. He showed me that there was writing on the
paper. The writing represented words that we have spoken. Then He showed me a transparent
overlay. The overlay had His words on it. When the overlay was placed on top of the paper with
our words on it, the writing did not line up. I could see that there were two different sets of
writing. He told me that He wanted His children to bring their words (as represented on the
paper) into alignment with His words (as represented on the transparency). The goal was for
there to be such alignment between the words on the paper and the words on the transparency
that when the transparency was laid over the paper, it only looked like one set of writing. What
we say is to be so in alignment with what God says that nobody can tell the difference between
His speaking and our speaking.
In Matthew 5:19 Jesus said, “If you have seen Me, you have seen the Father.” In the same way,
we should be able to say, “If you have heard me, you have heard the Father.” Isaiah 55:11 tells
us that His Word does not return to Him void. Well, I am here to tell you His Word in your
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mouth is still His Word – and does not return to you void. (Selah!) When our words line up with
God’s words, we get God’s results.
That being said, I have a word of instruction from the Lord. I have received it for myself and
now I am passing it on to you: Whatever Word the Lord has given you for 2019 – you know,
“2019 is the Year of (fill in the blank).” Whatever Word the Lord has given you for 2019, line
your words up with His words and command 2019 to come into alignment. 2019 is not going to
come looking like that Word God spoke. In fact, it’s probably looking quite contrary right about
now! (That just means the enemy is scared and is trying to dissuade you from believing the Word
God spoke to you.) God says it is your responsibility to call 2019 into alignment with the
Word He has given you.
Let’s go back to the visual God gave me about the paper and overlay. Last year the words on the
paper represented our words. The words on the transparent overlay represented God’s words. We
were to bring our words into alignment with God’s words.
This year, there is an image on the paper and the overlay. The image on the paper represents
God’s vision for our 2019 – what He has spoken to us about 2019. The image on the overlay
represents 2019 itself. It is our responsibility to use our words to cause the image on the overlay
(2019) to align with the vision on the paper (what God has spoken about 2019). Last year we
spent our energies practicing coming into alignment. Now it’s time to put our practice to work if
we are to experience His vision for us in 2019.
Don’t misunderstand me to say that we no longer need to practice aligning our words with His.
Think about it like a professional singer who is on a concert tour. Every time that singer
performs, though she is performing before an audience, in that moment she is also practicing and
honing her skills for her next performance. In the same way, every time we use our words to call
a situation into alignment (i.e., perform), we are in that moment practicing the art of aligning our
words with God’s Word. It becomes a perpetual cycle until “practice” and “performance”
become the same thing. In other words, it becomes such a normal part of our lives that there are
no special “performances.” There are no “Oooh! It worked!” moments. Alignment with
manifested perfection becomes a way of life.
We must command 2019 to come into alignment with the Word God has spoken to us. The Word
God has me meditating on was spoken through Brother Kenneth Copeland who declared, “2019
is the Year of Abundant Harvest.” Let me tell you. So far, 2019 looks like anything but. Finances
are crazier than they have been in a spell, sickness has attacked my body more than it has in
times past, plans seem to be falling through… the list goes on. However, I speak to 2019 like it is
my child. I say, “2019, you are my year of abundant harvest, so I command you to line up, in the
Name of Jesus.” Then I commence to commanding the blessing in every area of my life –
including the harvest of souls that has been appointed to me. (More about that in a moment.)
Remember I told you God has elevation on His mind? Well, this is it! As we command 2019 to
come into alignment with what God has spoken, we are exercising our authority that He has
given us. Because we have already resigned ourselves to walk in alignment with what God has
said – aligning our vision with His vision and our words with His words - we can walk in the
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elevated position of our authority, speaking to our 2019 and expecting the perfection of it to
manifest.
God wants us to own our place of authority. He wants alignment to become second nature. Sure,
there are some areas in which we need to cultivate our faith. We will always have areas like that.
However, we should be growing to the place where we are able to take God’s Word at face value
and know it is so simply because He said it. When we are able to do that, we will know that we
are walking in a perpetual state of alignment and that we are in position to exercise our authority.
Whatever Word the Lord has given you for 2019, walk in your authority and command
2019 to line up with that Word.
I mentioned a few moments ago that I speak to 2019 like it is my child. I command it to line up
and then I command the blessing in every area of my life. I am happy to report that every area of
my 2019 that I have spoken to has responded. Finances have manifest. Healing has manifest.
Influence has manifest… And they will continue to do so. I declare by faith that come December
31st, I will be able to look back and see that 2019 was a mirror image of the vision God put
before me, in Jesus’ Name.
How about you? Will you make that faith declaration today?
As you continue on in 2019, know that God has elevation on His mind. Expect to operate on a
higher level. Expect to see from a higher perspective. Expect to go higher and higher!
I declare Isaiah 55:11 over you, as rendered in the New American Standard Bible: The word
that goes forth from your mouth will not return to you empty without accomplishing what
you desire, and without succeeding in the matter for which you sent it.
Thus, I charge you: Command your year!
In Jesus’ Name.
Lovin’ you with the Love of the Lord,
Katherine
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